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I. What do you know about these people?/Do you think they were good citizens? 

     
 
II. How to be a good citizen? Use phrasal verbs in the box to write your answer. You can also 
use the expression “I need…” to start the sentences. (We use need to to express possibility / 
necessity.We use the –ing form / infinitive after need to.) 
 
 
 
III. As humans, do you think we all have the right to these basic human needs? 
Which of the statements do you agree / disagree with. Why? 
Match the two halves of the statements. 
1. We all have the right to believe in     a. our own decisions. 
2. We have the right to good      b. what we want to believe in. 
3. We have the right to vote in     c. healthcare. 
4. We have the right to make      d. work and to relax. 
5. Nobody has the right to make     e. us a slave. 
6. We all have the right to rest from                                                 f. public elections 
IV. Read the text above and look at the underlined sentences. All of them are in passive voice 
Rewrite them and write the grammar rule. Write more examples about how human rights  are 
violated in Colombia. 
I’m Ben. I´m from Venezuela. I´m a journalist I lost my job because I´m not agree with the president´s 
ideas, and many articles about that are written every day in the news paper. In Venezuela people are 
usually fired  from their jobs because they think different. They are not respected, they are not allowed 
to express freely;  Students are killed in the streets;   The country is destroyed by the corruption; All 
the political system is damaged 
Now I have nowhere to go. I sleep on the streets or in the park. I try to find other homeless people 
to sleep with because it is less dangerous. Sometimes we are shouted at by passers-by,  but  
sometimes we are helped by people  ;and some  clothes and blankets are given us. 
V. Write second conditional sentences about the situation of our country according with the 
human rights-.Ex. If people respected each other we would have the perfect country.  

 
 
 
 

look after-pick up-clean off-throw away-learn about-listen to-be aware 


